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Let E be the compact set of states on a C*-algebra ‘11 with identity. We 
discuss the representations of a state p as barycenter of a probability measure p 
on E. Examples of such representations are the central decomposition and the 
ergodic decomposition. They are associated with an Abelian von Neumann 
algebra 8 in the cornmutant rr(X)’ of the image of ‘u in the representation 
canonically associated with p. This situation is studied in general and a number 
of applications are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let 2l be a C*-algebra with identity, E the set of states on 2l. In 
a number of situations of mathematical physics, a state p is decomposed 
into other states u, i.e., p is exhibited as the resultant of a probability 
measure p on E, or p has an integral representation of the form 
P= s ted u E 
The measure p is usually defined through a von Neumann algebra 23 
in the Hilbert space of the cyclic representation rr canonically asso- 
ciated with p; 23 is Abelian and contained in the cornmutant z-(‘?I)’ of 
the image of ‘%!I. In Section 1 we describe the relation between !B 
and CL. In Section 2 we show, under certain separability conditions, 
how S is diagonalized by a direct Hilbert space integral. In the 
following sections we consider some examples: decomposition of states 
invariant under a group into ergodic states, central decomposition, etc. 
One can often (under suitable separability assumptions) show that 
p is carried by a special class of states: ergodic states, factor states, 
etc. Otherwise, the various decompositions have their particular 
problems and properties. For instance, in the case of the ergodic 
decomposition of a G-invariant state p on a G-Abelian algebra, the 
mapping p -+ pP is affine, but for other decompositions (e.g., central) 
such a property does not hold in general. 
116 
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There is quite a bit of recent literature on the subject matter 
of this article, besides the classical literature on ergodic theory and 
dynamical systems (which deals essentially with the case of Abelian a). 
In order to be reasonably readable, informative, and self-contained, 
we have included here a relatively large amount of material which is 
not original (in particular much of Section 3). The main results of 
this work are the general theory of Sections 1 and 2 and the study of 
multiperiodic decomposition in Section 4 and decomposition at infinity 
in Section 5. Section 4 presents an extension of the theory of dynamical 
systems with discrete spectrum; in particular Theorem 4.1 show that 
the equicontinuouspart of the action of a locally compact Abelian group 
can be, so to say, isolated and exhibited as translations on a torus. 
In Section 5 we consider C*-algebras with quasi-local structure. In 
such an algebra it makes some sense to say that two elements A, A’ 
are far away; a state u may be called clustering if a(A, A’) is close to 
a(A) * a(A’) when A and A’ are far away. Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 say 
essentially that every state p has a natural decomposition into clustering 
states. 
For the organization of the article, we mention that Section 5 
and 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 may be read independently after Section 2. A number 
of results used in the present work have been collected in Appendix A 
for easy reference. On the other hand the reader is assumed to be 
familiar with the basic results on von Neumann algebras and C*- 
algebras. Appendix B contains technical developments needed in 
Section 2. 
1. GENERAL THEOREMS 
Throughout this note we use the following notation and 
assumptions. % is a C*-algebra with identity, ‘?I’ is the dual of 9l with 
the w*-topology, E C W is the (compact) set of states on Cu. If A E ‘u, 
the function A on E is defined by 
A(u) = o(A) 
A fixed state p E E is chosen; the canonical cyclic representation 
associated with p is (a, rr, sZ)l. 
1 In this triple tj is a complex Hilbert space, s a representation of ‘?I in 4j, Q E 8, 
and the following conditions are satisfied 
(i) II 52 II = I 
(ii) ~@I)u)s is dense in 8 (Q is a cyclic vector for n(g)) 
(iii) (VA E 2I) PW = (Q, 4w9. 
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THEOREM 1.1. (a) Let the van Neumann algebra 23 satisfy 
23 c 7r(2l)’ 23Cb’ V-1) 
Then the orthogonal projection P on the closure of 88 in $j is such that 
Pi-2 = 51 P7@q P c [Pn(%) P]’ (1.2) 
(b) Let P be an orthogonal projection in $J satisfying (1.2), then the 
van Neumann algebra 23 = [+%I) u {P}]’ satisfies (1.1). 
(c) The relations between !I3 and P established by (a) and (b) are the 
inverse of each other. 
Let the von Neumann algebra B satisfy (1.1) and let P be the ortho- 
gonal projection on the closure of ?BSZ in $5. We note the following 
facts 
(i) PES’. 
[Let B, B, E 8, we have BPB,Q = BB,Q = PBB,S = PBPB,sZ 
and, since 852 is dense in P!& BP = PBP. Therefore BP = PB.] 
(ii) Multiplication by P yields an isomorphism 
P4w ” VT’ - Jww ” PY* 
[Let B E [+‘$l) u (PI]‘, then 
(iii) P[r(2l) U {P)]’ = P[P7i-(%)P]‘. 
(This follows from the formula (JS), = (-oZp)’ (see A.1) with 
d = [7+x) u (P}]“.) 
(iv) PB = P(P%)’ = P[P7r(%)P]’ = P[Pr(%)P]‘. 
(The restriction of PB to Psj is Abelian and has the cyclic vector B; 
by A.2 it is thus equal to its cornmutant. Thus P23 = P(P23)‘. The 
set Pr(‘$l)P restricted to P$j commutes with P‘S, and has the cyclic 
vector I2, therefore 
P(P!B)’ 3 P[P7r(%) P]” or P[PTr(~) P]’ 3 PiI3 
and, by A.2, P[Pr(cU)P]” = P[P+X)P]‘.) 
(v) ‘1) = [%pq u {PI]‘. 
[(i) yields 23 C [n(a) u {PI]‘, (iii) and (iv) yield PB = P[a(%) u (PI]‘; 
it suffices then to apply (ii).] 
Part (a) of the theorem and one half of part (c) follow from (iv) and 
(v), respectively. 
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Let now P be an orthogonal projection in fi satisfying (1.2). We 
note the following facts. 
(vi) P[P7r(M)P]” = P[P7r(%)P]‘. 
(By A.2 because the restriction of [P?r(B)P]” to P!$ is Abelian and 
has the cyclic vector Sz.) 
(vii) P[P7@)P]’ = P[7r(%) U {P}]‘. 
[The proof is the same as for (iii).] 
(viii) Multiplication by P yields an &morphism 
MW u ml’ + Jww u PII’* 
[The proof is the same as for (ii).] 
(ix) The closure of [rr(‘?l) u {P}]‘sZ is the range of P. 
P ecause 
[77(2q u {P}]‘Q = P[T@l) u {P}]‘9 = Ppr(2I) Pp2 3 P7@l) in2 
by (vi), (vii).] 
It follows from (vi), (vii), (viii) that [~(a) u {P}]’ is Abelian, proving 
part (b) of the theorem. The second half of part (c) follows from (ix). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let b and P be as in Theorem 1.1. 
(a) Multiplication by P yields an isomorphism 23 -+ P!?3 
(b) P’B = P(Pb)’ = P[Pn(%)P]” = P[Pm(‘%)P]’ 
(c) There is a morphism 01 : V(E) + 8 of C*-algebras such that 
Pa(A) = Pr(A)P for all A E ‘%. This morphism is unique, its image is 
strongly dense in 23. 
g(E) A 23 --=b Pb 
A 1 t 
C (l-3) 
2I - P?r(%) P 
Part (a) and (b) of the theorem follow respectively from (ii) and (iv) 
in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
To prove (c) let first A, ,,.., A, be self-adjoint elements of ?I and B 
be a complex polynomial in n variables. Consider a simultaneous 
spectral decomposition of Pr(A,)P,..., P?r(A,)P: 
P = 
s 
F(dx, --- dxn) 
P?T(A~) P = j x,F(dx, *-* dx,). 
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We have then 
11 S(P?r(A,) P,..., P+4,) P)ii 
= II /9(x, 3***, %)W% ... d%)ll 
The polynomials g(A, ,..., A,) are dense in S’(E) and therefore (1.4) 
implies the existence of a unique morphism /I : V(E) -+ PB such that 
/3(A) = P?r(A) P 
The image of /3 is strongly dense in Z’B. In view of (a) there is a unique 
morphism cy. : V(E) --t 23 such that for all 9 E 9?(E), 
f%) = JwfJ,) 
If the /3(v) are uniformly bounded and converge strongly to 
PB, the ‘Y(T) are uniformly bounded and for each A E 2l the 
4?4+w = +%wQ converge, hence the 01(v) converge strongly 
to P, proving part (c) of the theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3. (a) A probability measure p on E is deJined by 
P(9)) = G “(9) Q). (1.5) 
The resultant of TV is p. 
(b) There is a unique mapping or : L*(E, p) --F 23 such that 
1. if9 E V(E), then G(F)) = a(p))“. 
2. Al is continuous from the topology of weak dual of L1(E, p) on L”(E, p) 
to the weak operator topology on 23. 
The mapping & is onto, is an isomorphism of C*-algebras, and, for every 
A E a, #J EL=‘@, P), 
CL(&) = (Q> 44 W) 3. (1.6) 
Part (a) is checked immediately. We prove (b). Let X = c@(E)), 
X the spectrum of 3, B : V(X) + % the inverse of the Gel’fand 
isomorphism. We may identify X to a subset of E such that 
4v) = WY Ix)* Th en supp p = X and (b) follows from A.3. 
2 That is, if p is the canonical mapping Q(E) + L”(E, p), then oi = 6 0 p. 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Let {Bj> b e a J; t ni e set of positive elements of 23 
such that C Bj = 1. We define ayj > 0 and aj E E by 
aj = (Q, B,Q) cijUj(A) = (J-2, %-(A) Bjf-2) 
and introduce a probability measure TV{+) = xi o#jj6, on E (6, is the 
unit mass at cr). If {Bk’} is th e set of partial sums corresponding to some 
partition of {Bj} we write {Bj) 3 {Bk’}. Given two sets {Bk’}, {B;), 
there exists {Bi} > {B,‘}, {By} (take (Bj} = {B,‘B;}). The directed 
system (ptBjj) converges to p in the vague topology of measures on E3. 
This follows from Theorem 1.3 (b) and A.4. If {B,‘} < {B,), then, 
using the order < of Bishop-de Leeuw (see A.5) we have 
&B;} < p{Bj} < k 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let 8 be an Abelian von Neumann algebra 
C rr(9I)‘. If we associate with it a measure fi on E by the above theory, 
we have (!$ C 23) t> (fi < p). 
[Corollary 1.4 shows that (!8 C %) => (p < p). Conversely, if p < I*, 
Theorem 1 of [614 h s ows that if $ E V(E) there exists Z/J E Loo(p) such 
that for all A E ‘u 
tL(& = Km 
By (1.6), this gives g(d) = (Y(#), hence b C 81. 
If E is metrixable and F < p there is a family (T,,)OEE of probability 
measures on E such that 
(a) the resultant of T, is u 
(b) if y E V(E) th en u -+ T,(q) is a Bore1 function, and 
(This results from Theorem 2 of [6].) 
Formula (1.7) may be written p = J T&do) and shows that if 
% C b, the decomposition of p associated with ?ZJ may be accomplished 
in two steps, via the decomposition associated with %. 
1.6. Sources. The use of (1.5) as definition of a measure TV giving 
an integral representation of p appears in Ruelle [34] for the case 
3 I.e., in the w*-topology of the space of measures considered as dual of V(E). 
4 Reference [6] was pointed out to the author by J. Dixmier. 
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of ergodic decomposition; a form of the same idea is already present 
in Sakai [37] for central decomposition and was clarified by Wils [42]. 
Further references are given for each specific application. A version 
of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 for the case ‘8 C z-(a)’ n n(2l)” has been 
obtained independently of the present work by Doplicher, Guichardet, 
and Kastler [13]. The relevance of Tomita’s paper [Math. J. Okuyama 
Univ. 5 (1956), 133-1951 was pointed ont to the author by W. Wils. 
2. REDUCTION THEORY 
In this Section we let %, P be as in Section 1 and we make the 
following separability assumption. 
CONDITION S. For k = l,..., n there are countable families 
(211aI,.~oiJ and (ZTUl...J of sub-C*-algebras of 91 such that 
(4 %l...ukOlk+l C 3al...a, 7 
(ii) (J,,,, %al...aLali+l s dense in 3a1...ak and U,, a=1 is dense in %[, 
(iii) %l...e, is a closed two-sided ideal of ‘ual.. .a; , 
(iv) 3,1...,n is separable, 
(v) the restriction of p to each 3,,..,* has norm 1. 
Define 
s O1l...Oln = {u E E : the restriction of (T to 3,,....n has norm l} 
s = (-) x9&m, . 
al”‘oin 
Let also (AJ be a sequence in ‘% such that each 3,1..,,n contains a 
dense subsequence. We shall denote by (8,) 7r,, Q,) the cyclic 
representation of ‘8 associated with u E E. It is convenient to think of 
a special case of condition S, namely that of separable 2l. We may 
then take g = E and for (Ai) any dense sequence in ‘%. The further 
complications which arise in the general case are dealt with in 
Appendix B (Proposition B.3). 
Let o E 9, for any Ai , Aj in the sequence (AJ define Yij E !& 
%i(4 E G$o by 
Y{j = 7ijL4.i) PV(Aj) l2 (2.1) 
‘Yik-4 = 4%) %(A) f&7 * (2.2) 
6 See Dixmier [8] Ch. 2, and [9] Appendix A. 
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The vectors Y,,j (resp. Y,(u)) are dense in 9, resp. B(u). With the 
help of the family (Yij(-)) a direct Hilbert space integral 
may be constructed (Dixmier [8] Ch. 2, Section 1, Proposition 4). It 
is the Hilbert space consisting of functions @ : u E E ---t &, such that, 
for every i,j, the complex function o -+ (Yij(o), Q(u) is p-measurable 
and 0 --t II @Wll * is s q uare-integrable; the norm is [Jill @(u)]/“]~/“. 
The Hilbert space (2.3) does not depend on the choice of (AJ. It 
follows from (2.1), (2.2), and (1.5) that 
There is thus a linear isometry of $3 into J” I $jj, extending 
Yii -+ Ylij(.). This isometry is onto: suppose that we have 
Since the aj are dense in L2(E, p) [by (1.5) the mapping q~ ---f ol(q)Q 
is isometric fromL2(E, p) to P$, the continuous 9 are dense in L2(E, p) 
and the Pr(A)SZ are dense in P!& therefore the A are dense inL2(E, p)] 
we obtain p-almost everywhere 
and therefore 
For each u, let T(u) be a bounded operator on !& ; for every i, j, i’, j’ 
let u ---t (Yifj*(o), T(U) Yij(o)) b e measurable and let u + /IT(u)]j be 
essentially bounded. 
There is an operator (Dixmier [8] Ch. 2, Section 2.) 
such that, if @ = Jo p(&)@(u), then TQ, = Jo p(du)T(u)@(u). If 
T(u) is a multiple X(u) of the identity for all u, then T is called 
diagonalixable; if h is continuous, T is called continuously diagonalizable. 
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There is a unique identi$cation 
5 = j@&wo 
s 
0 
J-2= PW Qo 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
With this identi$cation, 23 becomes the von Neumann algebra of diagonali- 
zable operators, in particular 
a(A) = j” p(du) A(u) (2.7) 
If we identify $$ and J” p(dcr) $$, by the isometry extending 
$ii --t #ij(*) which we discussed above, we have 
a(& n(A) Q = ?T(A) P7r(A’) J-2 = j /.L(dff) o(A’) ?+4) 9, (2.8) 
for any A, A’ in the sequence (A,) and therefore for any A, A’ E ?I 
(the sequence may be enlarged to include them), (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) 
follow from (2.8). The identification (2.4) is uniquely determined by 
(2.5), (2.6) because rr(‘%)Q is dense in $3. The von Neumann algebra 23 
is the strong closure of o@?(E)) by Theorem 1.2(c), by (2.7) it is thus 
the weak closure of the algebra of continuously diagonalizable 
operators, which is precisely the von Neumann algebra of diago- 
nalizable operators. (Dixmier [8] Ch. 2, Section 2, Proposition 8.) 
Let (Ti) be a sequence of bounded operators in $3 such that 
Ti = 
s 
@ p(du) Ti(U). 
If JO is the von Neumann algebra generated by the T,(u), the operators 
of the form 
0 
T= s CL@4 T(u) 
with T(U) E MO form a von Neumann algebra Jzr which is said to be 
decomposable and is denoted by 
N = j@p(du)iy,, 
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N is generated by the Ti and the diagonalizable operators. 
(Dixmier [8] Ch. 2, Section 3). 
THEOREM 2.2. (a) Let X be a decomposable van Neumann algebra: 
Then Jf’ is decomposable and 
Jv’ = j” p(du) Jo’. 
(b) Let (A$) b e a sequence of decomposable van Neumann algebras: 
4 = s @ p(du) %A$, . 
Then 
(2.10) 
This theorem is proved in Dixmier [7] (Ch. 2, Section 3, 
ThCoreme 4) in the case of a (Radon) measure p on a locally compact 
space with countable basis. The result holds however without 
countability hypothesis on E as follows from a paper by Effros [18].6 
2.3. Sources. The direct integral $” p(do) !&, was considered 
by Sakai [37] for the central decomposition of a state on a separable 
C*-algebra. The case of separable 2l, and 23 C @l)’ A rr(%)“, is 
considered in [ 131. 
3. ERGODIC DECOMPOSITION 
Let G be a group and 7 a representation of G in aut 2X. We define 
an action T of G on E by 
T&A) = a(*,-54) (3.1) 
and let I C E be the set of G-invariant’ states, i.e., of states such that 
rgcr = u for all g E G. 
6 This reference was pointed out to the author by J. Dixmier. 
’ “T-invariant” would be more correct but “G-invariant” will cause no confusion. 
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We assume that p E I; there is then a unique unitary representation 
U of G in sj such that 
U(g) a = !2 (3.2) 
UC d 44 W’> = +A. (3.3) 
We let P be the orthogonal projection on the subspace of sj constituted 
of the vectors invariant under U; (3.2) yields 
PQ = Q (3.4) 
THEOREM 3.1 .s The following conditions are equivalent 
(a) P7r(%)P C [P7f((Lz)P]’ (3.5) 
(b)s Let A, , A, E 2l and let @ E P!$ Then, given E > 0, there 
exist hi > 0, gi E G such that C Xi = 1 and 
The proof will result from the following facts 
(i) If Y1 , ‘u, E $ and E > 0 there exist h, > 0, gi E G such that 
CXi = 1 and,fora = 1,2, 
where the Xi’ > 0, g,’ E G are arbitrary subject to C Xj’ = 1. 
[Using A.6, we may suppose (1 Ci XiU(gi) YE - PYlol /I < E, hence 
ll(Cj xj’ u(gj’))(Ci x "(gi) Ir/, - pyJ < E*l 
(ii) Let A, , A, E 2X be such that /I A, jj < 1, 11 A, I/ < 1. Let 
@i , @s E P$j, be such that /I @i (/ < 1, /I @s (/ < 1. Given E > 0 one 
can find hi > 0, g, s G such that C hi = 1 and 
* See Lanford and Ruelle [27]. 
9 One might in (b) suppose A,, A, self-adjoint and/or replace the expectation 
value for CD by a matrix element between @I , 0, E P.ij. 
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where A,’ = xi hir8iA, and the hj’ ; g,’ E G are arbitrary subject to 
c hj’ = 1. 
[This follows from (i) with ?Yr = +A,*) Q1, ‘yz = r(A,) Qz .] 
(iii) (a) cs- (b). 
[Notice that, by polarization, (a) is equivalent to 
“(0, [7r(A,) Pn(AJ - 7r(A,) &(A,)] @) = 0 for all @ E Pa”. 
Putting X,’ = 1, g,’ = 1 and @r = Qz = @ in (ii) yields the impli- 
cation (a) 3 (b). To prove (b) + (a) we use again (ii): if (b) holds 
we may choose X,‘, gi’ so that 
and (a) follows.] 
COROLLARY 3.2. If the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisjied with 
respect to a closed subgroup H of G, they are satisfied with respect to G. 
[This is immediately verified for (b)]. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The conditions of Theorem 3.1 are implied by the 
following 
(c) Let A, , A, E ‘u and @ E P$, then 
$A I(@, T([Tg& 9 41) @)I = 0. (3.7) 
[This is immediately verified for (b).] 
THEOREM 3.4.lO Consider the following conditions on the G-invariant 
state p. 
(a) p is ergodic, i.e., p is an extremalpoint of I. 
(b) The set 7+X) u U(G) is irreducible in J3, 
(c) P is one dimensional. 
We have (a) o (b) + (c). If p satisjes the conditions of Theorem 3.1, 
then (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent. 
The existence of a self-adjoint operator C E [7~(‘%) u U(G)]‘, such 
that 0 < C < I and C is not a multiple of 1, is equivalent by A.7 
to non (a) and non (b); thus (a) o (b). If (c) holds, (1.2) is verified 
and (c) =j (b) by Theorem 1.2 (a). If the conditions of Theorem 3.1 
are satisfied, (1.2) is verified and Theorem 1.1 gives (b) => (c). 
lo See [16], [34], [27]. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. If A E \Ll, define 
Then 
conv(TJ) = \c ~,T~/I : & > 0, c Ai = 1, gi E GI. (3.8) 
CtCOin:frGA) P(C”C) = $4 +A*) w4 J-4. 
The proof results from A.6 and the inequalityll 
(3.9) 
,dc*q = II n(C) J-2 /I2 2 II WC) J-2 II2 
= 11 P+l) Q 112 = (I?, T&4*) P?T(A) Q). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied, so 
that the theory of Section 1 applies.12 
(a) The measure p de$ned by (1.5) is the unique maximal measure 
on I (with respect to ‘the order of Bishop-de Leeuw, see A.5) with 
resultant p. 
(b) If the condition S of Section 2 is satisfied (e.g., if % is separable), 
the measure p is carried by ergodic states. 
The proof results from the following facts. 
(i) supp Al. C I. 
(By Corollary 1.4, p is limit of measures piB,) carried by finitely many 
points aj E E where 
o,(A) = (L?, B&y (J2, n(A) BpQ) 
and Bi E b = [r(S) u {I’}]‘; using (L?, n-(A) B&l) = (Q, n(A) PB,sZ) 
we find oi E I.) 
(ii) (a) holds. 
[We have to show that if p is any probability measure on I with 
resultant p and y a convex continuous function on I, then p(q) < p(y). 
In view of A.4 we may suppose that p has finite support: 
F(v) = c %dPi> w h ere 01~ 30, pi~I, Cai = 1, Caipi = p, but 
then (see A.7) p is of the form plB,) of Corollary 1.4 with 
B, E n(‘U)’ n U(G)’ and, since U(G)’ C (P)’ by A.6, B, E 8. Corollary 
1.4 gives then p(y) < p(q).] 
I1 This simple proof was communicated to the author by H. Araki. 
I2 It is interesting to notice that here B = [T@I) U U(G)]‘, we shall not make 
explicit use of this fact. 
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(iii) If u E I, let P, be the projection on the subspace of G-invariant 
vectors in $jj, . For any A E ‘8, the following quantity vanishes p almost 
everywhere in u 
(744 f&l 3 P&(A) QJ - I(% 3 %(A) Qo)l,)l”- 
(Since this quantity is a priori 3 0, it suffices to remark that 
where we have twice used Proposition 3.5.3 
(iv) (b) holds. 
[In view of Proposition B.3 (a) the sequence rr,(AJ Q,, is dense in &, 
TV almost everywhere, and (iii) shows that P, is almost everywhere 
the projection on Qn, .] 
3.7. G-Abe&an algebras 
If the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, the integral represen- 
tation of p given by p will be called ergodic decomposition [this 
terminology is justified by Theorem 3.6 (b)]. We shall say that ti is 
G-Abelian if the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for every G- 
invariant state p. The following characterization is readily deduced 
from Theorem 3.1: ‘% is G-Abelian if and only iffor all CJ E I and E > 0 
there exist Xi > 0, gi E G such that Chi = 1 and 
THEOREM 3.8.13 If ‘% is G-Abelian, then I is a simplex in the sense 
of Choquet (see A.5). 
This follows immediately from Theorem 3.6(a) and the definitions. 
THEOREM 3.9.l4 Let % be G-Abelian and let 8 be contained in 
r(a)” for each invariant state p. Then two ergodic states p1 and pz cannot 
be quasiequivalent zy they are distinct. 
I3 See Lanford and Ruelle [27]. 
I4 This theorem was proved originally by Kastler and Robinson [23] for asympto- 
tically abelian algebras and by Stermer [39] under the assumption that a(A) is 
contained in the strong operator closure of conv x(~cA) for each A E ‘u and each 
invariant state p. Here we follow [36], Exercise 6.D. 
5W6/r-9 
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Let c!51~ r19 WY (52 ,n2 3 Q,) be the canonical cyclic represen- 
tations associated with pr and p2 . The states pr , ps are called quasi- 
equivalent if there is an isomorphism 6 of rl(21)” onto rrs(%)” such 
that &r,(A) = r,(A) when A E ‘?I. Let now p1 , p2 be ergodic, distinct, 
and take p = ipr + ‘ip2 ; y b A.1 and A.6 there exist B, , B, E 23 with 
0 < B,, 0 < B, , B, + B, = 1, and -&a) = (Q +A) B&l). Since 
the pi are ergodic we have BIB2 = 0 so that B, and B, are mutually 
orthogonal projections, we may identify & with the range of Bi in ‘?I 
and write rri(*) Q, = d/z * n(a) B&L?. We have Bi E b C n-(e)“, let 
thus z(A) -+ B, , then 
But if p1 and p2 were quasiequivalent we would have the contradiction 
3.10 Sources. For the case of Abelian 2l (decomposition of an 
invariant measure into ergodic measures) see, for instance, Phelps [30], 
Section 10. For the extension to non-Abelian Cu see Ruelle [34], and 
in a different spirit Kastler and Robinson [23] where an “abstract” 
decomposition is discussed. The present treatment largely follows 
Lanford and Ruelle [27] with some improvements in Theorem 3.6 
and the addition of Theorem 3.9. For further results see [25], 
[141, [40], [41], [331, [171. A review and applications to statistical 
mechanics are given in [36] Ch. 6 and 7. In the examples of ergodic 
decomposition which occur in statistical mechanics, G is typically 
the Euclidean group or the translation group in 3 dimensions; 
a G-ergodic state is interpreted as “pure thermodynamic phase”, 
and ergodic decomposition is the decomposition of a “mixture” 
into pure thermodynamic phases. In physical applications the 
algebra ‘8 is not always separable, but the states of physical interest 
satisfy a form of condition S. For instance it may be that 
2tL, 3, are sub-C*-algebras of ‘8 such that ‘u, is isomorphic to the 
bounded operators and 3, to the compact operators of some Hilbert 
space %a ; a state p which has a restriction of norm 1 to each 3, is then 
called locally normal (see [35], [20], [36] Ch. 7). 
4. MULTIPERIODIC DECOMPOSITION 
Let G be a locally compact Abelian group noted multiplicatively. 
As in Section 3 we let T be a representation of G in aut %I, we assume 
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that the state p is G-invariant and we let U be the unitary represen- 
tation of G in $5 satisfying (3.2) and (3.3). We assume that U is strongly 
continuous15 and we let E(a) be the spectral measure on the character 
group G such thaP 
Let 55 be the subset of G consisting of the points X such that the 
corresponding projection does not vanish: E({X)) # 0. For simplicity 
we write E({X}) = E[X$ Then 
s={xE&E[X] #O}. (4.2) 
We define the projection 
P= C E[X]= C E[X]. 
X4 XEI 
(4.3) 
From (3.2) we obtain then 
PQ=Q. (4.4) 
It is known (see, for instance, [21] Ch. 1, Section 7) that the range P$ 
of P consists of the almost periodic vectors of sj, i.e., of the vectors Y 
with a relatively compact orbit U(G)Y. 
THEOREM 4.1. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(4 P7r(%) P c [P?T(M) PI’. 
(b) Let A, , A, E ‘3, and let X, , X, , X3 E c, then 
(4.5) 
JWGI +%) VGGI 44) -W~I 
= E[-&I 44 EFf;%I 4%) JWGI. (4.6) 
(c) Let A, , A, E ‘$I, let Q1 , Qz E Pfi, and let X E G:. Then, given 
E > 0, there exist ,& 3 0, gi E G such that 2 Ai = 1 and 
(4.7) 
I5 If for each A E % and D E E the function g --f o(r,A) is continuous on G, then 
it can be shown that U is strongly continuous. 
I6 The existence of E(*) is asserted by the S.N.A.G. theorem, see, for instance, 
Maurin [29], p. 218. 
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The proof will result from the following facts. 
(i) If S is a finite subset of 5$, X E G, and E > 0, there exist 
hi > 0, gi E G such that C Xi = I and 
11 c &v&Y UC Si) y - E[Xl YJ /I < 6 (4.8) 
t 
for all YE S. 
[Notice that E[X] is the projection on the space of invariant vectors 
for the representation g --t X(g)-l U(g) of G in 8. It suffices then to 
use A.6.1 
(ii) If (4.8) holds and if hi’ > 0, gi’ E G are such that C hi’ = 1, 
then (1 xi,! $‘h,X( gj’ . gi)-ij U( gj’ * g,)Y - E[X]Y 11 < E. 
[Because if (4.8) holds and g E G, then 
112 hX( g * g,)Y U( g . a) y - Jw7 y 11 z 
= /I X( g)-’ U(g) 1 &XC g,)Y U( gd !JJ - ax1 y [i 1 /I < c-1 
(iii) Let A; , A, E ‘$I be such that 11 A, 11 c 1, /I A, // < 1. Let 
X, , X, , X, E G and ds, , @a E $ be such that 11 @r (I < 1, 11 @s j( < 1 
and E[XJ @r = CD,, E[X,] @a = 0,. Given E > 0, there exist 
hi 3 0, gi E G such that C hi = 1 and 
- (@l 7 [ Ch’&( &‘) &7;4’)r +%)] %) / < E 
i 
where A,’ = Ci h,Xs(gi) T,$A, and the Xi’ >, 0, gi’ E G are arbitrary 
subject to C hi’ = 1. 
[In view of (i) and (ii) one can choose the hi , g, such that 
- wGX,I+%*) @I /j < 42 
/I~hj'Ch,x~(gj'gi)x~(g,%i)-lU(R~gi)~(A,)~, 
j 
- i[X,-‘x,l ?-(A,) a2 11 < E/2. 
This yields immediately the result.] 
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(4 (4 3 04 * (4. 
[(iii) yields the first implication, the second results from summation 
over X, , X1 , X2 E G in (4.6)] 
(4 (4 * @I* 
[Let Q4 c E[XJSS, Qz E JW&I$~, (a) gives 
Writing P = xx E[X,X] = xx EIX-lX,] yields then 
& xc P Pl 3 +4) E[XJl+%) @z) 
= ,& xc d-’ Pl 9 4%) EIX-l&I e4) 9 
and (b) follows.] 
(vi) Let @r E E[X,]!& @a E E[X,]$, and E > 0, (b) implies the 
existence of hi > 0, g, E G such that C hi = 1 and 
where the Aj’ > 0, g,’ E G are arbitrary subject to C Ai’ = 1. 
[This follows directly from (iii).] 
(vii) (b) S- (c). 
It suffices to prove (c) for the case of finite sums @r = xx @ix, 
Q2 = ‘& Q2* where @rr, Qz* E E[X]$j, and this follows from (vi).] 
COROLLARY 4.2. If the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satis$ed 
with respect to a closed subgroup H of G, they are satisfied with respect 
to G. 
[This is immediately verified for (c).] 
COROLLARY 4.3. The conditions of Theorem 4.1 are implied by the 
following 
(d) Let A, , A, be self-adjoint elements of % and ~3~ , Qz E P!+j, then 
26 I(@1 >4[TA 7 41) @z)l = 0. (4.9) 
[This is immediately verified for (c).] 
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THEOREM 4.4. (see [23]). Let the conditions of Theorem 4.1 be satis- 
$ed, then 
(a) The conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, 
(b) ZZ’ = x-l, 
(c) If p is ergodic, then E[X] 
A7 is a subgroup of l?. 
is one dimensional for every X E SF and 
From Theorem 4.1 (b) we obtain 
wq 4%) -wflY -WI 4%) ~[-a = 0, (4.10) 
q1-j +4,) q-q +I,) Fql] = q11 +&) .QX-‘I +A) ml, (4.11) 
mi 44) mx,i 44 w,i = wd 44) mi 44 v4. (4.12) 
Inserting X = 1 into (4.10) we obtain (3.5), proving (a). Part (b) of 
the theorem results from (4.11). By Theorem 3.4, the ergodicity of p 
implies the irreducibility of +‘$l) u U(G), therefore the algebra 
restricted to the range of E[X] is irreducible and since it is Abelian 
by (4.10), E[Xl is one dimensional. In particular E[l] is one dimen- 
sional and (4.12) g ives ?iY . % C X, which together with (b) proves 
that % is a group. 
4.5. Equicontinuous actions 
If the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, Eqs. (4.4), (4.5) 
hold and therefore the theory of Section 1 applies. In particular 
there is a natural integral representation of p given by a probability 
measure p on E (see Theorem 1.3). We call this integral representation 
the multiperiodic decomposition of p. We shall show (Theorem 4.7) that 
if p is ergodic and P$ separable, the action of G on the measure p is 
equivalent to a certain equicontinuous action of G on the Haar 
measure m of a compact Abelian group M. This will justify the 
phrase “multiperiodic decomposition”. 
Let K be a compact space and T a continuous action of G on K, 
i.e., 7 : G x K -+ K is continuous and is a representation of G by 
homeomorphisms of K. We say that the action T is equicontinuous if, 
for each v E q(K), the set {v 0 7g = g E G) is relatively compact 
in W(K). 
Let G* be obtained by replacing the original topology by the discrete 
topology on G. The character group i? of @ is the compact group 
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associated with G. Define an injective group homomorphism 
y : G + G such that (rg)(X) = X(g) for all X E G, then y is con- 
tinuous and has dense image. For every continuous group homo- 
morphism T : G --f H where H is compact, there is a continuous 
homomorphism 71 : G --+ H such that 7 = +jr. (For a proof see [6] 
16.1.) 
THEOREM 4.6. Let T be an equicontinuous action of G on the compact 
space K. 
(a) There exists a continuous action 7 of G on K such that F,,~ = TV 
ifg E G. 
(b) If m is a probability measure on K, invariant and ergodic with 
respect to the action r of G, then the support M of m in K is a homogeneous 
space of G (for the action F) and m restricted to M is the Haar measure 
of this homogeneous pace. 
(c) Conversely, let ? be a continuous action of G on a homogeneous 
space M and let m be the Haar measure on M. Then the action g + b,, 
of G on M is equicontinuous and m is ergodic with respect to it. 
We prove successively the three parts of the theorem. 
(a) The equicontinuity of the action of G implies that the closure 
of the set of operators TB : v --t 9) 0 rQ in V(K), with respect to the 
strong operator topology, is a compact group H (see, for instance 
Jacobs [22] p. 112). Th ere ore f there exists a continuous homomor- 
phism T : G + H such that for all g E G we have Tg = TYg . By 
continuity H consists of automorphisms of %7(K); there is thus a 
homeomorphism ?g of K such that 
The mapping 7 : G x K + K is continuous and ?Yyg = r9 if g E G. 
(b) If M were not a homogeneous space of G, we could find 
x, y E M such that x $ a,y (where ?cy is compact). There would then 
exist a compact neighbourhood L of x such that L n ?cy = ra or 
equivalently y $ S& Then F~L would be a compact set with x in its 
interior and y $ ?cL. Because of the ergodicity of m with respect to the 
action ? of G, m would be carried by ?cL or the complement of this 
set in M, in contradiction with the fact that M is the support of m. 
If x E M, the Haar measure m, on M is defined by 
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The measure m, is independent of the choice of x because of the 
transitivity of ?G on M and the invariance of the Haar measure on G. 
Notice now that the invariance of m with respect to the action 
T of G implies its invariance with respect to the action ? of 
Eisrn(p: 0 T,) = m(q) gives by continuity m(v 0 ?& = m(v). We have 
and therefore m = m, . 
(c) If g, E V(K), 9 o fG is compact, hence q 0 fvc is relatively 
compact, andg --f ry. = ?vg is equicontinuous. Since there is a measure 
on M invariant under G (namely m), there exists also an ergodic 
measure on M, but such an ergodic measure is by (b) necessarily the 
Haar measure m, therefore m is ergodic. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let the conditions of Theorem 4.1 be satisfied, let p 
be ergodic and let P$ be separable. 
Replacing the original topology of !Z [dejned by (4.2)] by the discrete 
topology we obtain a group %*; we let M be the compact character group 
of %* and m the normalized Haar measure on M. We defke a continuous 
homomorphism 6 : G + M with dense image by (6g)(X) = X(g) for 
all X E 3”. The action (g, x) --t x. Sg of G on M is equicontinuous and m 
is ergodic with respect to it. 
There exists a mapping f : M -+ E with the following properties. 
(a) f transforms m into p in the sense that the mapping q(a) + p’(f) 
is isometric from L2(E, p) onto L2(M, m). 
(b) For all A E ‘LI, g E G 
(4.13) 
m-almost everywhere with respect to x. 
IfAE‘%,XE%wedefine 
AX = c E[XX’] n(A) E[X’]. 
X’ES 
(4.14) 
We let 2? be the C*-algebra generated by the AX and define a repre- 
sentation r of G into aut 22 by 
T,Q = u( d Qu( g)-‘. (4.15) 
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We have in particular 
7,AX = X(g) d AX. (4.16) 
The proof of the theorem will result from the following facts. 
(i) 9 is Abelian. 
[Using (4.6) we have 
[A;YI, -+I = c PWX,X,l+%) W=J4A,) EPI XEX 
(ii) Let iV be the spectrum of 9, we denote by Q -+ [Q] the 
Gel’fand isomorphism 9 --P V(M). The action T of G on M defined 
by [Q] (T,x) = [~;‘Q](x) is equicontinuous. 
[It follows from (4.16) that the mapping g -P T~Q is continuous and 
the orbit rgQ relatively compact for the norm topology of Q.] 
(iii) The algebra PB where b = [z-(!2l) u {P}]’ [see Theorem 1.1 
and Theorem 1.2 (b)] is equal to the weak closure 9- of 9. 
[We have P~T(A)P = EXE% AX in the sense of strong convergence, 
hence PZ3 C 9-. The restriction of P’B to P$ is Abelian and has the 
cyclic vector s2, hence it is maximal Abelian and contains the restriction 
of % to P$ (which commutes with it); therefore PB 3 2.1 
(iv) A measure m on M is defined by 
4x?l23) = (Q, 89 (4.17) 
m is ergodic and its support is M. 
[If m were not ergodic there would exist a G-invariant vector Y in 
the closure of 9sZ such that !P is not a multiple of Sz, in contradiction 
with the ergodicity of p (see Theorem 4.4(a) and Theorem 3.4). 
Let 0 < Q E 9, then 
m([Q]) = 0 3 Q1’2P~(A) Pii’ = 0 
(because of (i) and (iii)) 
=PQ~'~+)Q = 0 =s Q'/2 = 0; 
therefore, sup m = M.] 
(v) M can be identified to the character group of X* so that m 
is the Haar measure and i-*x = x . Sg (here X* and 6 are defined as 
in the statement of the theorem). 
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[By (ii), (iv) and Theorem 4.6(a), (b), T extends to a continuous 
action ? of G on M and one may identify M with G/H where 
H = {g E I? : ?e = 1); in this identification m is the Haar measure 
of G,lH and r,(g) = (g * rg) where (s) : % -+ G/H is the quotient 
mapping. From (4.16) it follows that 
H={gEe:xE9-‘=>(X)= l} 
and we may therefore identify G/H to the character group of %*. The 
image of (yg) in X* is Sg so that TAX = x * Sg]. 
(vi) The space S??(M) is separable, 
[because the separability of Psj implies that the character group %* 
of M is countable.] 
(vii) The Gel’fand isomorphism % -+ q(K) extends uniquely to 
a morphism of C*-algebras L?- -+ L”(M, m), again denoted by [*I, 
such that 
m([RI) = (Q, w. (4.18) 
This morphism is an isomorphism onto. 
[This results from A.3 applied to the restriction of 5! to P!$] 
(viii) There is a mapping f. : M -+ E such that for all A E %, 
x *f,(A) is measurable and for all 4 EL~(M, m) 
We have m-almost everywhere 
[PC@)](*) = [P?r(A) PI(.) = f. (A) = A($). (4.20) 
[The function f. defined by A.8 satisfies (4.19); since sups Ilf, (1 = 1 
and f.(l) = 1 m-almost everywhere we may assume that f. maps M 
into E; (4.20) follows from (4.19) and Theorem 1.2.1 
(ix) Property (a) of the theorem holds. 
[Since polynomials in the A are dense in V(M) and since 9 -+ [I%(y)] 
is a morphism %‘(E) -+ L”(M, m) [by Theorem 1.2, (iii) and (vii)], 
(4.20) gives P4dlU = df.) m-almost everywhere if F E e(E). 
Therefore 
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Therefore the mapping v -+ q(J) is isometric L2(E, CL) + L2(M, m). 
The image of %‘(M) in A?- by q~ ---f RX(~) is strongly dense 
[Theorem 1.2 and (iii)]. Since the morphism [*I : A?- -+Lco(M, m) 
is onto by (vii) and since the norm of [R] inL2(M, m) is l][R]/js = 11 RG’ (I 
by (4.18), we find that the image of V(M) by q~ -+ [RX(~)] is dense in 
L2(M, m). Therefore the isometry L2(E, y) -+ L2(M, m) is onto.] 
(x) Property (b) of the theorem holds. 
[In view of (4.20) we have m-almost everywhere in x 
fcc.&) = P(4 w. %> = [W4 mc74 
= [ U( g--l) Pn(A) PU( g)](x) = [PTr(T,-‘A) P](x) = f&54).] 
4.8. Remarks on Theorem 4.7. 
(a) Define unitary representations I’ and W of G in L2(E, p) 
and L2(E, m), respectively, by 
v d d4 = dG4 
Define further the mapping T : L2(E, p) --+ L2(M, m) by 
T&4 = d fi>* 
Part (a) of Theorem 4.7 expresses that T is an isometry of L2(E, EL) 
onto L2(M, m) and part (b) that 
TV& = w(g) T. 
(b) Let the conditions of Theorem 4.1 be satisfied and p be ergodic. 
Let 9? be any subgroup of X and define 
Then (4.6) gives 
P = c E((X}). 
x&T 
I%-(rn) P c [&(i!l) PI’. 
Furthermore Theorem 4.7 remains true if 5 and P are replaced 
everywhere by S? and p. 
(c) Suppose that % is a discrete subgroup of G and define 
H={gEG:XE%-*X(g)= l}, 
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then H is a closed subgroup of G, G/H is compact, and P$ consists 
exactly of the vectors invariant under H. The multiperiodic decom- 
position is, in that case, an ergodic decomposition with respect to 
Hand it will follow from 6.4 that p is carried by H-ergodic states. 
4.9. Sources. Much interest has been paid to dynamical systems 
with discrete spectrum and to the discrete part of the spectrum 
of dynamical systems (see for instance Arnold and Avez [3] 9.13, 
Appendix 7, and references quoted there). A version of Theorem 4.4 
with noncommutative % was proved by Kastler and Robinson [23], 
see also [15]. A first attempt at understanding the decomposition 
studied here was made by Doplicher, Gallavotti, and Ruelle [12]. 
If the ideas expressed by Landau and Lifshitz about the nature of 
turbulence in hydrodynamics ([26] Section 27) are correct, the multi- 
periodic decomposition may be useful in the description of a turbulent 
state. Other applications exist in statistical mechanics (see [36]). The 
interesting situations are those for which !.F is not a discrete subgroup 
of G, this corresponds for physical systems to the existence of periods 
with irrational ratios. 
5. QUASILOCAL STRUCTURE AND DECOMPOSITION AT INFINITY 
When a family (‘?I,,) of sub-C*-algebras of 2l is given, we may say 
that a quasilocal structure is defined on 2X. The following theorem is 
then often useful. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 2 be a directedl’ ordered set and let (23,),,z 
be a decreasing family of von Neumann algebras in sj. Define 
b = nrlop b, and assume 23 C T@)‘. The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(a) !23 consists of the multiples of 1. 
(b) Given A E ‘$I there exists A E 9 such that 
(c) Given E > 0 and A E 2l there exists A E 9 such that 
B E ‘23, => l(Q, +J) BQ) - p(4(Q BQ)l < E II B II 
I’ 9 is directed if, given A, , (1, E 2’ there exists A E 9 such that A, , A, < A. 
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Using the replacement A -+ A/E one verifies (b) + (c). The proof 
of (a) o (b) is obtained by observing the equivalence of the following 
conditions [To obtain (iv) 3 (iii) use the compacity of the set of 
operators of norm < 1 in the weak operator topology] ;
(i): non (a); 
(ii): there exist A, , A, E 91 and B E B such that 
(.n, +I) M4) J-4 f (Q, +w,) Jw-4 w; 
(iii): there exist A E 2I and B E !B such that 
II B II ,< 1 and 1(-Q, r(A) Bn) - (J? +A) G)(s2, =‘)I > 1; 
(iv): there exists A E ‘21 and for every A there exists B, E Bn 
such that 
/IB,I/ < 1 and I&‘, r(A) B,O) - (f? +A) s2)(9, B,f2)/ 3 1; 
(v): non (b). 
5.2. Quasilocal structure 
We shall now study an example where algebras %JA are constructed 
from a quasilocal structure. 
Let 9 be an ordered set where a relation A 1 M may hold between 
pairs of elements, and let (%JAEP be a family of sub-C*-algebras 
of ‘91. We assume that the following conditions are satisfied. 
QL 0. If A, < A, , then a,.,, C %?IA, , 
QL 1. If A, < A, and A, J- M, then A, J- M. 
QL 2. The set 9 is directed and if A J- Mi , A J- Ma, there 
exists n/r E 9 such that Mr , &I, < M and A J- M. 
QL 3. If A 1 M, then [9X,, ‘%,I = 0. 
QL 4. Unez 2l,, is dense in 2l. 
We define 
%/IL= (J 9&f. (5.1) 
M:AlM 
By QL 2, ‘$XAl is a self-adjoint algebra and QL 1 gives 
(4 G 4) 3 Pq ’ qi,)- 
Define also 
234 = 7+&y B= n 8,. 
.&=!z 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
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Clearly B C 7~(2I)“. On the other hand QL 3 and (5.1) give 
[‘UAl, (U,,] = 0, hence [B, +I,)] = 0 and, by QL 4, b C n(B)‘. We 
shall call b the algebra at injkity; we have just shown that the algebra 
at inJnity is contained in the center ofn(%)“. In particular the theory of 
Section 1 applies. The corresponding decomposition of p given by p 
(see Theorem 1.3) will be called decomposition at infinity; under 
suitable separability assumptions p is carried by states with a trivial 
algebra at infinity (see Theorem 5.4 below). From (5.2) we get 
Therefore Theorem 5.1 holds, it characterizes the cases where the 
algebra at infinity is trivial; we reformulate this theorem as follows. 
THEOREM 5.3.1s We let (21,J,,s9 satisfy QL I-QL 4, and use the 
notation (5.1), (5.3). Th f 21 e o owin conditions are equivalent. g 
(a) The algebra at injkity b consists of the multiples of 1. 
(b) Given E > 0 and A E ‘9I there exists (1 E L? such that if A’ E 211nL, 
then 
I @4 - P(A) PWI G 6 II A’ II- 
Let a, be the weak closure of n(‘%,l) and P,, be the largest projector 
in a, . Every B E bA is of the form B = B, + X(1 - P,,) with 
therefore B = Xl + B’ where 
B’ = B, - hf’, 6 a,, II B’ II < II B, II + I X I < 2 II B II- 
From Theorem 5.1, we see thus that (a) is equivalent to 
(b’) Given A E rU there exists A E 2 such that 
B'E II), 3 j(Qn(A)B'Q) - p(A)(Q,B'f2)( < l 11 B'I/. 
Using Kaplansky’s density theorem (see Dixmier [8] Ch. 1, Section 3, 
Theorem 3) we may write equivalently 
lB This theorem is of the Sinai-Powers type (see Sinai [38], Powers [31], Lanford 
and Ruelle [28]). 
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This in turn is equivalent to (b) because if A’ 
A” E ‘$XAl such that n(X) = n(A”) and I/ A” /I is 
11 n(A”)ll, See D ixmier [9] Proposition 1.8.2) 
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E ‘%,J- there exists 
arbitrarily close to 
THEOREM 5.4. Let (%A)AEp be a countable family of sub-C*-algebras 
of ‘$I satisfying the conditions QL I-QL 4. If either of the conditions (a), 
(b) below is satis$ed, the measure p is carried by states u with trivial 
algebra at infinity. 
(a) ‘?I is separable. 
(b) For each A E 9 there is a separable closed two-sided ideal 
3,, of VIA suchf that the restriction of p to Z3:n has norm 1. 
In both cases, the condition S is satisfied and we may use the results 
of Section 2. For each (1 let (A,,) be a dense sequence in Yin [case (a)] 
or in ZGA [case (b)]. Th e von Neumann algebra b,, is generated by the 
.TI(A,J with /1 I M and contains the diagonalizable operators 
(Theorem 2.1); furthermore the von Neumann algebra generated 
by the ~~(AMj) is %A, = n,(‘$I~~)“. We may therefore write 
!BA = T(%,~)” = f @ p(dcr) rO(‘LIAL)“. 
Using Theorem 2.2(b)) this gives 
Since b is the algebra of diagonalizable operators we find that 
0 n,(‘GIIn”)” consists of the multiples of the identity operator in $j, 
p-almost everywhere in cr. 
5.5. Sources. The concept of quasilocal structure originates in 
local quantum field theory (see for instance Araki [l]) where 2 
consists of the bounded open regions in Minkowski space ordered by 
inclusion and /1 1 M if (1 and M are space-like regions. Similar 
situations arise in statistical mechanics (see for instance [36]), the 
definition of K-systems (see Sinai [38]), or the study of canonical 
(anti-) commutation relations (see Powers [31]). In statistical 
mechanics, Theorem 5.4 may be used to describe the decomposition 
of equilibrium states invariant under space translations into clustering 
equilibrium states (see Dobrushin [lo], [ll], Lanford and Ruelle [28]). 
When such a decomposition is nontrivial, symmetry breakdown is 
said to occur, concrete and nontrivial examples of symmetry break- 
down have been worked out by Dobrushin [l 11. The case (b) in 
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Theorem 5.4 is useful in dealing with states of physical interest, for 
instance locally normal states (see 3.9). 
6. FURTHER DECOMPOSITIONS 
In Sections 3-5 we have discussed some typical integral represen- 
tations of states on a C*-algebra. We consider here briefly some further 
examples. Many more applications of the general theory of Sections 1 
and 2 of course possible, the choice of b depending on the extra 
structure present on 2Pg. 
6.1. Canonical representation of states on an Abelian C*-algebra 
If BI is Abelian, we can apply the theory of Section 1 with 
b = ~(‘8)“. In that case p is carried by the set of extremal points of E, 
i.e., the spectrum of ‘?I, and p -+ TV is the adjoint of the Gel’fand 
isomorphism. 
6.2. Central decomposition 
If b = 77(%)’ n ~(3)~ ( i.e., 23 is the center of VT(‘%)“) the theory of 
Section 1 applies. The integral representation of p given by p is 
called central decomposition. If B consists of the multiples of 1 (i.e., 
if ~(a)” is a factor), p is called a factor state. Suppose that condition S 
of Section 2 is satisfied, then p is carried by the factor states. It follows 
indeed from Theorem 2.2 that 
23 = 7r(%)’ n n(%)” = j” p(du)[7#I)’ n z$q”] (6-l) 
and since 23 consists of the diagonalizable operators (Theorem 2.1), 
X,$.X) n 7~,(2l)” consists of the multiples of 1 p-almost everywhere 
in (T. 
6.3. Relation with the disintegration of measures 
Let K be a metrizable compact space, ‘u, = g(K), the separable 
C*-algebra of complex continuous functions on K, and 
6 : 2X1 -+ +I)’ n 7~(2l)” a morphism of %r into the center of r(‘%)” 
such that 61 = 1. A probability measure p1 on K is defined by 
PlV) = VA *w 4. (6.2) 
Is If a quasilocal structure is given, various decompositions, analogous to that of 
Section 5, arise naturally. If a group of automorphisms is given, a decomposition 
of quasiinvariant states, similar to the ergodic decomposition of invariant states, 
has been discussed [13]. 
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If !B = 6(%J”, the theory of Section 1 applies and we shall show that 
there is a mapping f. : K + E such that f.(A) is ,ul-measurable for A E %, 
and 
P9 44 *or4 J-4 = j, Pl(W 9w P(fJ (6.3) 
for v E ‘S?(E), z,G E ‘Z’(K). In particular 
Let B E 23 and $I E V(K), then 
I(sZ, B S(4) Q)l d II B II@‘, IW>l .Q) G II B II ~(1 4 1). (6.4) 
Therefore there is a unique [B] EL~(K, PJ such that 
C-Q, B W) J-4 = j PW +WW) (6.5) 
and one can see that [*I is a morphism (using A.3). If $ E S’(K) let 
F4 E 2l’ be defined by 
Then (6.4) gives I/ F$ (1 < pi( 1 I/ 1) and F. has a unique extension to 
a continuous mapping from L1(K, pr) to the strong dual of ‘%; A.8 
gives the existence off. : K -+ ‘$I’ such that f.(A) is pl-measurable, 
llf. II < 1 and 
Since 11 f. jl 6 1 and SPl(d~)fz(l) = 1 we have pi-almost everywhere 
f, E E; by a change of definition on a set of measure zero we assume 
now f, E E for all x E K. Using (6.5) and (6.6) we may rewrite (6.7) 
as 
so that we have p,-almost everywhere in x 
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Since 01 and [.I are morphisms and the polynomials are dense in 
V(E) we have, for all y E V(E), 
[49J,)l(4 = vu*) 
pi-almost everywhere in X, yielding (6.3). 
The problem of disintegrating a measure with respect to a mapping 
(see for instance Bourbaki [5] Section 3, no. 1) corresponds to the 
special case % = g(L) where L is compact and metrizable. 
6.4. Decomposition with respect to a normal subgroup 
Let G be a topological group and T. a representation of G in aut ‘21 
such that the functions g --t 0(7,/l) are continuous (with u E E, 
A E 2X). Let also H be a closed normal subgroup of G such that G/H 
is compact. We assume that the state p is G-ergodic (see Theorem 3.4) 
and that 2I is H-Abelian (see 3.7). If p is the measure giving the ergodic 
decomposition of p (with respect to H), then the support of p is a 
homogeneous pace of G/H and p is the Haar measure of this homogeneous 
space. [The support of p consists of H-invariant states on which 
G/H acts continuously, p is ergodic for this action and the proof 
proceeds as for part (b) of Theorem 4.6.1 
Let u E supp p”, then 
PM = J‘G,H@~~~(A) (6.8) 
where f is the class of g in GiH. The support of p consists of H-ergodic 
states. [By A.9, we may assume that u is an extremal point of the 
closed convex hull of sup CL. Let u = &~i + *a, where ui , us are 
H-invariant states. Define probability measures pi , pa by 
The ergodicity of p implies that it is the resultant of pcL1 and pz ; 
Theorem 3.6(a) yields then pi , p2 < p and, since p = &i + &.+ , 
pi = pLz = + This shows that ui , us E supp p. But since u is an 
extremal point of the closed convex hull of supp p we have ui = u2]. 
6.5. Sources 
Central decomposition has been studied by Sakai [37] in the case 
of separable !X, see also [42]; for physical applications see Araki and 
Miyata [2], Haag, Kastler, and Michel [19]. The decomposition in 
6.4 of a G-ergodic state into H-ergodic states improves a theorem of 
Ginibre (for which see [33]) by weakening the continuity conditions. 
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APPENDIX A 
A.1. Let & be a von Neumann algebra in Jj, P E .@’ a projection. 
Let .Mr be the restriction of P&P to Pf, and (zz?)~ the restriction of 
PM to PB. Then dr and (zzY)~ are von Neumann algebras in P$ 
and (JF)~ = (dp)‘. [See D ixmier [8] Ch. 1, Section 2, no. 11. 
A.2. A von Neumann algebra 23 is called maximal Abelian if 
8 = B’. If an Abelian von Neumann algebra has a cyclic vector, then 
it is maximal Abelian. (See Dixmier [8] Ch. 1, Section 6, no. 3, 
Corollaire 2.) 
A.3. Extension of the Gel’fand isomorphism 
Let % be an Abelian C*-algebra of operators on the Hilbert space 
!& Q E !+j a cyclic vector for the cornmutant 9”’ of %. We denote by X 
the spectrum of ZZ’, by %?(X) the space of complex continuous functions 
vanishing at infinity, by B : V(X) -+ % the inverse of the Gel’fand 
isomorphism, and by m the measure on X such that 
m(f) = (J-2, W) Q). 
The mapping B extends by continuity to a unique mapping 
B : L”(X, m) --+ B where Lm(X, m) has the topology of weak dual 
of L’(X, m) and B is the weak closure of x with the weak operator 
topology; B thus extended is onto and is an isomorphism of C*- 
algebras. (See Dixmier [S] Ch. 1, Section 7). 
A.4. Let E be a convex compact set in a locally convex space 
and let (I,$) be a continuous partition of unity on E (i.e., a finite 
family of continuous functions & > 0 such that Cj I& = 1). If p 
is a probability measure on E, let ~j = ~(#~j) and oj be the resultant 
of ~?l$~p. Define 
P = 1 % sq 
where 6, is the unit mass at U. The measure p can be approximated 
in the vague topology by measures of the form p. [Take (&) sub- 
ordinate to a sufficiently fine open covering of E, see Bourbaki [4] 
p. 217, Prop. 31. 
A.5. Integral representations on convex compact sets 
Let E be a convex compact set in a locally convex space. An order 
relation < is defined (Bishop and de Leeuw) on the probability 
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measures on E by p1 < pa if pr(y) < am for all convex continuous 
functions 9 on E. If pi < pz , then pi and pa have the same resul- 
tant. 
E is said to be a simplex (Choquet) if for every p E E there is a 
unique probability measure pI, on E which has resultant p and is 
maximal for the order <. (See Choquet and Meyer [7].) 
A.6. Theorem of Alaoglu-Birkhof 
Let % be a semigroup of contractions of a Hilbert space, ‘and let P 
be the orthogonal projection on the space of vectors invariant under 
every U E %; then P is contained in the strong operator closure of 
the convex hull of a. (See Riesz and Nagy [32], no. 146.) 
A.7. Let p be a state on PI and f a positive linear form on ‘2Z such 
that f < p; then there exists T E n(a)’ such that 
f(.) = (fin, 4.1 TQ) 
T is unique and 0 < T < 1 . (See Dixmier [9], 2.5.1). 
Let a group G act by automorphisms on ‘2l and p, f be G-invariant 
(See Section 3) then the uniqueness of T yields T E U(G)‘. 
A.8. A variant of the theorem of Dunford-Pettis 
Let m be a measure on the compact set M such that Ll(m) is 
separable. Let 2l be any Banach space and 2I’ its strong dual. For 
any continuous linear mapping F. : Ll(m) ---f ‘?I’ there is a function 
f. : M -+ 21’ with ~up,,~]I f, 11 < /IF I\ such that for every A E %, 
f.(A) is m-measurable and, for every # E Ll(m), 
[See Bourbaki [5] Section 2, Exercise 19.2o] 
A.9. Theorem of Milman 
Let M be a set in a locally convex space. If the closed convex hull 
of M is compact, its extremal points lie in the closure of M. (See 
K&he [24] Section 25, 1, (7)). 
20 I am indebted to A. Grothendieck for explaining a solution of this exercise 
to me. 
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APPENDIX Bzl 
PROPOSITION B. 1. Let 3 be a closed two-sided ideal of the C*- 
algebra 91. Every state p’ on 3 has a unique extension to a state p on 21; 
if (5, rr, !Z) is the canonical cyclic representation associated with p, ~(3) 
is strongly dense in +X). 
This follows from Dixmier [9] Proposition 2.10.4. 
PROPOSITION B.2. Let the C*-algebra 21 have an identity and 2X,, 
be a separable sub-C*-algebra of ‘3. 
(a) The set SO of states on 21 which have a restriction of norm 1 to 
2&, is a Baire subset of the set E of all states on 2l. 
/4 If a measure p on Z has resultant p E SO , then p is carried by 
0’ 
Let (A,) be a dense sequence in the self-adjoint part of the unit 
ball of ‘$I0 ; (a) results from 
3+{aE~:sUnPu(~,)= II= n v, 
m>o 
“-=;I UEE: o(A,) > I -+ I . 
To prove (b) suppose that p = p’ + CL” where p’ and p” are carried, 
respectively, by V, and its complement. We have 
~(4 = t~‘(& + P”(A) G il P’ II + II P’ II (1 - 4) 
= 1 - $ // p” (I. 
Since supnl p(A,)j = I, we find 11 p” /( = 0. 
PROPOSITION B.3. We use the notation of Section 2 and assume that 
condition S is satisfied. 
(a) If 0 E 9, then 5, is separable and the sequence m,(Ai) QO is 
dense in 5, . 
(b) 9 is a Baire subset of E. 
(c) p is carried by F. 
21 The main ideas of this appendix come from [35], see also [36], Ch. 6. 
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Part (a) results from Proposition B.l, parts (b) and (c) result from 
Proposition B.2. 
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